Reading Answers – Are Zoos Cruel?
1. They keep a check on how we treat animals.
2. Well-fed pony in large field and a tiger in a circus cage.
3. Live longer/feed better/ fewer parasites, diseases/no predators/no famine/cared for
(2 marks for three or more; 1 mark for two).
4. An animal might prefer to sleep all day in a cage with a full belly than have to hunt
and be hungry; some animals have been forced to live in bleak places and might
prefer a better place om captivity.
5. Doesn’t know about, and can’t see, sleeping quarters.
6. Three from:
Cruel: no freedom, future generations will think us barbaric, sleeping
quarters like a prison, can’t create good conditions for some species, some
zoos are ‘bad’.
Not Cruel: RSPCA supports good zoos, freedom is a human idea and most
animals not bothered as long as they’re looked after, animals’ quality of life
better, illnesses are treated.

Reading Answers – I’m Free
1. Any three from: Rhyme/time, sometimes/rhymes, head/instead, may/day/say (any
combination).
2. Adverts and news(papers).
3. A steady pulse.
4. The poet says that the words he uses must express his thoughts precisely (1 mark),
must give shape and form to what he wants to say (1 mark) or own words with
similar meaning.
5. Poet is free to use whatever form he wants to express himself/free because lines
don’t have to have the same rhythm or rhyme/free because lines can wander over
the page (1 mark each; 2 marks in total).
6. Because it’s easier to remember.
7. E.g. yes, the poet can express himself better if he doesn’t have to bother about
finding rhymes and counting syllables and he shows he can write rhymed verse if he
wants; last four lines.
E.g. no, if there is no rhyme and no rhythm it’s like a prose, except for the capital
letters at the start of the lines and you can’t remember it like you should with
poetry.

